
 
 
Hello! After a truly unprecedented year in 2020 with COVID and the cancellation of so many equine and social events, 
I’m sure it was as much of a relief to you as it was to us to start to regain a version of normality in 2021. As we round off 
2021 and look forward to 2022 we hope you enjoy reading our newsletter as we take a look back at the year and share 
some of our excitement for next season. As always, we are here for our breeders and clients during the ups and downs 
of breeding through our support programme and look forward to seeing and speaking with you very soon. 
 
A Whistle Stop Tour… 
 
Notwithstanding the disrupted season, there were some notable successes for horses connected with FSH… 
  
‘Tell Me Another’ had an exceptional year in the show ring with producer 
Steve Pitt, taking numerous Championships across the Country, culminating 
in being crowned the Price Family Supreme In-Hand Champion at HOYS.   
 
This superb young hunter, by Future Illusion, has now been purchased by Jill 
Day and joins the top class string with Robert Walker to begin his ridden 
career.  
 
It was wonderful that The Showing Journal published ‘Tell Me Another’ and 
Steve Pitt on the cover of their HOYS review issue. Huge congratulations go 
to his breeder Cathy Wood, previous owner Regina Daly and the team at Mill 
House Stud for the wonderful production of him. 

 
‘Cosmic Charm’ also by 
Future Illusion contested 
more CCI3 and 4* events 
taking a brilliant 2nd place 
at Hartpury CCI3*-L in 
August with rider Lucy 
Robinson.  
 
Bred by Lesley Prince 
with help from Tilly 
Bartlett, and owned by 
Michelle Bartlett this 
fantastic horse has never 
had a single cross 
country jumping penalty 

in his entire career and now has more than 100 BE points and over 50 FEI 
points. Fingers crossed Lucy and ‘Joey’ will make it to a CCI5* in 2022 as they 
are very close to gaining all the qualifications they need to compete. 
 
Mary King’s 6 year old ‘King Cyrus’, by Future Gravitas, continued his 
competition career progressing up to CCI2* level and being placed in several 
BE Novice runs. 

‘Future Guilty Pleasure’ hit the high notes again with his stock at the 
British Breeding Virtual Futurity with his foals claiming the No.1 and 
No.2 spots, and a yearling by him being the top scoring yearling.  In the 
overall Virtual Eventing Series (all ages) he had the No.1, No.3 and 
No.5 horses.   
 
The two top eventing foals were bred by ourselves, ‘Future Perfect 
Pleasure’ out of Future Panache (Herald III x Hand In Glove xx), and 
‘Future Idyllic Pleasure’ out of Iniki (Contendro I x Indoctro).   
 
This is particularly exciting for us as Future Panache is a 2nd generation 
of our breeding, and this was her very first foal, so to top the overall 
rankings for Eventers was really special.  She is in foal to Future 
Hepsilon (Upsilon x Heraldik xx) for 2022 which gives a lovely double 
cross of Heraldik (through Herald III), plus Hand in Glove and Upsilon.   
 

Mary King and her 6yr old ‘King Cyrus’ 

‘Future Perfect Pleasure’ 

Lucy Robinson and ‘Cosmic Charm’ 



 
 

Our Contendro I mare ‘Iniki’ also maintained her incredible consistency, having 
produced two Elite foals with her first two foals, including last year’s Futurity 
Champion Eventer, ‘Future Iconic Pleasure’ she came very close to back to back 
top spots, just missing out to Panache’s foal by 0.05 marks.  Idyllic Pleasure is a 
full brother to Iconic Pleasure. Both Idyllic Pleasure and Perfect Pleasure have 
now been sold to an overseas buyer and will travel abroad as stallion prospects.  
 
Our congratulations go to Rachel Cook, and her partner Chris Payne - who we 
sadly lost this year - for breeding ‘Brookmist Legitimate Pleasure’ who not only 
took the No.1 Yearling Eventer spot in the Virtual series, but was also the top 
scoring Yearling across all disciplines!  What a wonderful achievement for Rachel 
and a great legacy for Chris.  Huge congratulations to his owner Sarah Ettridge 
for preparing him and showing him so well for the Futurity Series.  

 
The 2021 Futurity Series 
 
British Breeding adapted again to feedback following last year’s Virtual series and created 
both a physical and virtual series for 2021.  This enabled breeders to chose whether to 
provide detailed video footage and photographs of their young horses or visit one of a small 
number of venues for assessment. The requirements of the virtual assessments were very 
prescriptive with specific views; front and behind, conformation, walk, trot, canter and gallop 
all reviewed to determine the athleticism, correctness and veterinary condition of the 
candidates. The benefit of video was that it enabled the assessors to pause, slow motion and 
repeat clips in order to thoroughly review all aspects to allow comprehensive assessment.   
 
The judges between the physical and virtual assessments did vary considerably and that was reflected in the marks 
awarded by the panels, and therefore the Futurity decided that the two assessment types were not fully comparable and 
should be treated as two different series with separate Champions. 
 
 
Stallion News 
 
It’s been a busy year again this season with well over 100 mares confirmed in foal to our boys.  In an exciting move for 
us we have now made the stallions available in Australia for the first time, with mares being inseminated from November 
and the first resulting embryos already being successfully flushed.  The USA also took delivery of semen from Hepsilon, 
Guilty Pleasure and Prophecy for the first time adding to the Gravitas and Illusion semen already stocked and 
pregnancies have been confirmed for next season, with Prophecy’s frozen semen being referred to as ‘rocket fuel’ by 
one vet. We are in process of refreshing our website with a new look and feel and hope to have this live in the new year. 

 
Future Guilty Pleasure (Levisonn x Cantoblanco x Primitive Proposal xx) 
has been spending time with JP Sheffield learning all the fundamentals ready 
for his competition career. He 
has been out jumping British 
Novice and Discovery and his flat 
work is now well established.  
We are excited about beginning 
his eventing career in 2022. 
 
As you’ve already read above, 
the 2021 Champion Virtual 
Futurity Eventer was again sired 
by him and the success of his 

stock at the Futurity resulted in him topping the Eventing stallion virtual 
rankings for the 3rd consecutive year – every year since he began his stud 
career - which we believe is an unprecedented achievement by a stallion in 
the history of the Futurity. 
 
As a result of his training and competition commitments for 2022 he will only be available via frozen semen next season. 
 
 

Future Guilty Pleasure  

Future Guilty Pleasure  

‘Brookmist Legitimate Pleasure’ overall 
Yearling Champion 2021 Virtual Futurity 



 
 
Our 4 year old stallion Future Hepsilon (Upsilon x Heraldik xx) had another 
busy season and we were delighted with the quality of mares nominated to 
him, including Oliver Townend’s CCI5* mare Fenyas Elegance, and the 
Advanced mare Omeya – who is a ¾ sister to Andrew Nicholson’s CCI5* 
winner Quimbo.  He completely filled his first season covering book in 2020, 
and was used widely again in 2021. He has also been well received by the 
breeders in Australia who seem to love the combination of Upsilon and 
Heraldik xx blood and have nominated some really exciting mares to him. 
 

Hepsilon has a dam who 
jumped at 1.20m level and has 
already produced two 
International eventers.   She is 
by the legendary thoroughbred Heraldik xx, and descends from the same 
damline that produced the €1 million winning Grand Prix showjumping 
stallion Embassy II.   
 
He now has 2 maternal siblings that 
are FEI International eventers with a 
third starting their career which posted 
five top 10 placings from 7 finishes. 

His maternal sister ‘Opposition Heraldik Girl’ was 7th at Blair CCI2* International 
Horse Trials this year.  This family certainly has performance embedded in it. 
 
Hepsilon has been gently working at home with dressage rider Natasha Leak and 
will be moving to JP Sheffield in December ready to campaign the 5 year old series 
next year.  He is showing tremendous trainability and big, powerful movement.  As 
a result of him being in full time training in 2022, he will only be available via frozen 
semen. 
 

Future Gravitas (Grafenstolz x Bohemond xx) topped last years 
nominations with his busiest season ever. Thankfully he is a 
#sperminator so most mares only needed one collection! 
 
Gravitas has been fitting in his competition work around the stud 
season. At the end of last year he qualified for the Winter National 
Championships with Natasha Leak having been Vice-Champion at 
the Winter Regionals.  He was first in the ring at 7.50am (never the 
greatest draw!) and we were delighted when he posted a very 
credible 68.75% for a final placing of 12th in a very competitive 
section headed by Charlotte Dujardin.  He had a couple of outings 
at Medium level this spring, winning on both occasions, and after 
having a break after the Winter Nationals to focus on his stud work 
he is now back in full work and will be out shortly contesting Medium 
classes.  He is now training at Advanced Medium and once he has 
qualified for the Medium Regionals we will turn our focus towards 
trying to also qualify at Advanced Medium level. 

 
The eldest of Gravitas’s youngsters are now starting to establish 
themselves in the eventing ranks including Mary King’s ‘King Cyrus’ 
who at just 6 years old contested his first CCI2* this year and had a 
number of placings at BE Novice level.  James Sommerville’s ‘Just A 
Minute’ in her first season competing posted two wins and wasn’t out of 
the top 8 placings in the other three of her five finishes, and Helen 
Buckland’s ‘Zia’s Zavitas’ who had a 2nd, 3rd and an 8th in their three 
outings in 2021, posting double clears on all occasions.  
 
In the USA Kim Severson’s 6 year old ‘Arden Juju’ had 6 runs, winning 
two of them and in the top eight in the other three runs, jumping double 
clear every time. 
 

Future Hepsilon 
Future Hepsilon 

Future Gravitas at the BD Winter National 
Championships 2021 

Future Gravitas 

‘Opposition Heraldik Girl’ Blair CCI2*  
- maternal sister to Hepsilon 



 
 
Whilst his career as a sire of eventers is starting to gain traction, his 2021 book 
was notable for the increase in Showing mares. Nominations this season 
included some very well-known names such as HOYS Supreme Champion 
‘Lovestruck’, as well as other HOYS mares including Vicky Smith’s Hack 
mare ‘Power Of Love’, and Katie Jerram-Hunnable’s ROR Champion 
‘Singing Hinnie’ – we can’t wait to see the foals from these wonderful mares.  
 
The colt foal ‘Bell Tower 
Welterweight’ by Future Gravitas 
stood Sport Horse Foal Champion 
at the 2021 Irish Draught Show.  
This exciting colt was bred by Tony 

and Sarah Phillips of Bell Tower stud out of their Class 1 RID mare 
‘Beechmore Banrion Milis’ and has been sold to an American buyer.   
 
A colt bred by ourselves ‘Future Illicit Gravitas’ (out of Future Illusion’s full 
sister) also saw success taking the Foal Championship at Midland Counties.  
 
 

Our thoroughbred stallion Future Prophecy (Power Blade xx x Hand In Glove 
xx) spent the 2021 season standing at Stallion AI Services in Shropshire. This 
gave more breeders access to him and we were delighted that he had his 
busiest season to date being used on both CCI4* event mares and Champion 
show mares.   
 
Frustratingly Brexit made 
shipping chilled semen 
overseas much more difficult 
and it was disappointing that 
even our clients in Northern 
Ireland suffered as a 
consequence. 

 
We are excited about the mares that are already booked to him for 2022 
and for the levels of interest he is garnering around the world.  He surely 
is a very unique package with his gold-plated jumping pedigree, full 
thoroughbred genetics, size, movement and temperament.  For those 
interested in colour, he cannot sire a chestnut even out of a chestnut mare. 

 
Feedback from breeders about his youngstock has 
been unanimously positive, with size, athleticism 
and good temperaments being the consistent 
themes.   
 
His first foal was an Elite Foals Regional Champion 
purchased for a CCI5* rider and has been retained 
by the purchaser as a stallion prospect.   
 

       Offspring by Future Prophecy: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Future Prophecy xx 

HOYS Champion ‘Lovestruck’ 

Future Prophecy xx 

Future Prophecy xx 

Irish Draught Sport Foal Champion  
‘Bell Tower Welterweight’ 

Future Prophecy xx 



 
 
Our senior stallion Future Illusion (Fleetwater Opposition x The Outlaw) saw 
continued International success for his eventers with ‘Cosmic Charm’ putting 
in a fantastic performance to take 2nd place at Hartpury CCI3*-L in August.  
He has a number of other horses coming through the International ranks 

including ‘To Love and Honour’, and 
‘Unis Midnight Illusion’ both now at 
CCI3* level, as well as the incredibly 
consistent Badminton Grassroots 
finalist ‘Churchside Reflection’ who 
has been to the Championships an 
incredible four times, and has 
amassed 473 Foundation Points.  In 
2021 he had five runs, two of which he 
won.  This wonderful horse is ridden at 
home by his 70 year old owner Deirdre 
Hunt and only sat on by Joanne Watts 
at a competition. What an incredible 

testament to the horse’s temperament and trainability, and a huge 
achievement by Deirdre and Joanne! 
 
Illusion’s show stock took numerous Championships across the UK.  ‘Tell Me 
Another’, bred by Cathy Wood and owned by Regina Daly had a spectacular 
year in the hands of Steve Pitt winning four Championships at the National 
Hunter Show and going through the card at HOYS taking the In Hand Horse 
Championship and then the overall Price Family In Hand Supreme Championship. 

 
Another very promising horse is 
‘Fools Paradise’ owned and 
bred by H.M The Queen. 
 
He was the Royal Mile 
Champion In hand with Chris 
Hunnable in 2019 and went 
under saddle for 2021 as a 5 
year old. He was a multiple 
Champion in Riding Horse 
classes this season with Katie 
Jerram-Hunnable and also 
qualified for HOYS.   
 

Congratulations to all the 
connections of the wonderful 

horses that have seen 
success this season! 

 
 
 

 
 

FSH Partnership Programme 
 
2021 was an exciting year for our FSH Partnership team of Taggy 
Forester-Bennett and ‘Future Gravitie’ – twin sister via embryo 
transfer to our International event stallion Future Gravitas.   
 
They hit new milestones of contesting their first Advanced, and 
came very close to continuing their record of winning at every 
level, coming 2nd at Pontispool Intermediate having won at both 
BE100 and Novice.  The highlight of the season was their super 
double clear in the CCI3* at Nunney for 7th place.  They’ve only 
contested two Internationals together jumping double clear at 
both, having previously placed 6th last year at Bicton CCI2*.    

‘Unis Midnight Illusion’ 

‘Churchside Reflection’ 

‘Future Gravitie’ & Taggy Forester-Bennett 

‘Tell Me Another’ – HOYS Supreme Champion 



 
Growth Of The Stud 
 
During 2021 we have expanded the stud and now have our stallions available in Countries across the globe.  This has 
been a great opportunity to access the wonderful mare populations in Europe, the USA and Australia, however it has 
resulted in the need for the stud to become VAT registered.  Our VAT registration will commence January 1st 2022 and 
until this point we are holding our current prices for breeders. If you already know you want to breed to the boys 
next season you could take advantage of this short window to book your nomination before the prices change. 
 
Once the VAT registration commences we will have to charge to prevailing VAT rate - currently 20% - on our prices for 
both the stallions and the youngstock we have for sale.  However, we felt we would like to share the VAT burden more 
equitably with our clients and so have taken the decision to reduce their stud fees before VAT is added, in order to 
reduce the overall uplift in price for our clients.  The fees for next season will therefore be as follows – 
 
Þ Future Gravitas and Future Prophecy – fresh/chilled: £585+VAT, frozen: £300+VAT + £285+VAT once in foal  
Þ Future Illusion – fresh at FSH: £765+VAT, frozen discounted rate £300+VAT + £285+VAT once in foal 
Þ Future Hepsilon – frozen only: £300+VAT + £285+VAT once in foal 
Þ Future Guilty Pleasure – frozen only: £400+VAT + £365+VAT once in foal  
 
LOYALTY DISCOUNT - If you bred to any of our stallions in 2021 we are offering you a £100 loyalty discount off the 
stud fee of the stallions in 2022 – just our way of saying “thank you” J  
FROZEN semen is being offered on a split fee basis with part of the stud fee being paid prior to ordering, and the other 
part only being due once pregnancy has been confirmed.  This covers up to 3 doses. 
FREE advertising - As part of our ongoing commitment to you we also offer advertising of horses by our stallions on 
our Facebook page completely free of charge, so please let us know if you’d like to take advantage of this service.  We 
can also produce short marketing videos for your stock with fees charged dependent on the work required.  
 

 
New Broodmare 
 
We were very lucky to be offered a wonderful young mare earlier this year by 
the clone of Gem Twist, ‘Murka’s Gem’, and out of Kevin McNabb’s CCI3* 
mare ‘Seychelle’ (by Flipper d’Elle).  She is an embryo transfer twin and her 
brother ‘Faer Gem’ will be produced by Kevin McNabb alongside her dam.  
 
Her grand-dam, ‘Faerie Maybe’ (by Mark Todd’s wonderful thoroughbred 
Mayhill) is a maternal sister to Jonelle Price’s Luhmulen CCI5* winner Faerie 
Dianimo, and her CCI4* horse Faerie Magnifique, as well as Tim Price’s CCI5* 
campaigner Xavier Faer who was 2nd at Kentucky CCI5* and 3rd at Fair Hill 
CCI5* this year. All of these wonderful horses are out of Trisha Rickards CCI5* 
mare Faerie Dazzler… what an incredible dam line…. For 2022 Lucky Gem is 
in foal to our young stallion Future Hepsilon, bringing the genetics of Upsilon, 
Heraldik xx, Gem Twist xx, Flipper d’Elle and Mayhill xx together. 
 

 
Foals 

 
This year’s foals arrived more smoothly than last years which was a blessed relief 
and we had seven fit healthy foals –  
 
A filly by Guilty Pleasure x Future Coeur de Reine (Desir du Chateau x Rock King) 
A colt by Guilty Pleasure x Iniki (Contendro I x Indoctro) 
A colt by Guilty Pleasure x Future Panache (Herald II x Hand In Glove xx) 
A filly by Hepsilon x Future Golden Glove xx (Hand in Glove x Golden Heights) 
A filly by Hepsilon x Future Guilty Secret (Cantoblanco x Primitive Proposal xx) 
A colt by Gravitas x Future Intrigue (H-Tobago x The Outlaw) 
A colt by Gravitas x Future Illicit Opposition (Fleetwater Opposition x The Outlaw) 
 
We are thrilled that several of these foals have been purchased as the foundation 
stock for an event horse breeding and competition team in Poland providing rides 
for one of the Polish Tokyo Olympic Team members, and look forward to a 
developing a long term relationship with this exciting new venture.  
 

Double National Champions 
Future Classic Pleasure and 
her dam Future Class Act 

‘Future Idyllic Pleasure’ one of the colts 
sold to Poland as a stallion prospect 

Lucky Gem’s dam, CCI3* mare ‘Seychelle’ 



 
 
We are looking forward to 6 foals arriving in 2022: 

 
* Prophecy has one foal due out of the following mare: 
- Iniki (Contendro I x Indoctro) – foal will be a maternal sibling to the 2020 Champion 
Futurity Eventer & Top Priced Eventing Lot ‘Future Iconic Pleasure’, and ‘Future Idyllic 
Pleasure’ No.2 ranked Virtual Futurity Eventing Foal 2021 
* Hepsilon has two foals due out of the following mares: 
- Future Panache (Herald III x Hand In Glove) – mare is maternal sister to Prophecy, 
and foal will be a maternal sibling to the 2021 Virtual Futurity Eventing Champion 
- Lucky Gem (Murka’s Gem xx x Flipper d’Elle) – mare is from the direct dam line of 
Luhmulen CCI5* winner ‘Faerie Dianimo’, and ‘Xavier Faer’ who has had a glittering 
career accumulating 947 points to date including 2nd at Kentucky CCI5*, 3rd at Fair Hill 
CCI5* in 2021, and 3rd at Badminton CCI5* 
* Gravitas has two foals due out of the following mares: 
- Future Illicit Opposition (Fleetwater Opposition x The Outlaw) – mare is Illusion’s full 
sister and foal will be a full sibling to the 2021 Midland Counties Champion Foal 
- Miss Skyport (Porter Rhodes xx x Sky Boy xx) – mare is full sister to Michael Ryan’s 
CCI5* horse ‘Fernhill Skyport’  
* and we have one foal by Ramiro B due out of the following mare: 
- Future Golden Glove xx (Hand in Glove x Golden Heights) – mare is Prophecy’s dam 

 
* We frequently sell out of foals with some being reserved in utero, so if you are interested in next season’s 

crop please do get in touch early to avoid disappointment * 
 
Our Services 
 

In 2019 we set up our sister company Future Equine Services which 
allowed us to offer for the first time, mare and stallion livery services 
as well as foaling services and a stallion collection and shipping 
service for third party stallions.   
 
The philosophy of this business is the same as for Future Sport Horses 
– quality rather than quantity.  We focus on providing the very best 
levels of care and attention to all the visiting and livery horses and were 
delighted when at the end of the 2021 season all horses returned to 
their owners having either maintained their weight or gained weight.  
 
The in-foal results were also very pleasing with 100% mares in foal 
after 3 cycles on site, and the vast majority in foal after just a single 
insemination.  

 
 
We have created ‘nursery’ paddocks designed specifically for 
newborn foals or ones requiring restricted exercise, with the ultra-
safe HorseRail railings, anti roll-under kick boards and fully 
meshed gates, with direct access onto an all-weather exercise 
area to enable safe exercise.  Whatever the weather does we 
have a safe, mud-free turnout area for the horses. 
 

 
Because we focus on a restricted number of visiting mares, we are 
able to offer personalised services specifically for your mare. If she 
needs a particular feed, exercise or turn-out regime this can be 
accommodated.   
 
Mares can have individual turnout, or be turned out with a small group 
of mares.  We go to great lengths to create as stress-free and relaxed 
an environment for visiting mares as possible as we believe this is 
crucial to gaining the best fertility results.  Please do give us a call to 
discuss the specific needs your mare may have. 
 

Triple National Champion ‘Future 
Classic Pleasure’ (Future Guilty 

Pleasure x Future Gravitas) 

Mare and foal paddocks 

All weather turn-out 

Mare barn 



 
 
We not only take mares to be bred to our own stallions, but also take mares to be bred to external stallions 
whether UK or Europe-based.  
 
You can therefore have the convenience of sending all your mares to a single breeding centre regardless of their 
intended mate, saving on travel and costs, and making your life just that little bit easier!  
 
We are delighted that through our collaboration with James 
Crabtree’s Equine Reproduction Services (UK) vet practice that we 
are able to offer a comprehensive range of services: 

• Fresh and chilled semen AI 
• Frozen semen AI  
• Embryo Transfer* 
• Foaling** 
• External stallion collection and shipping 

 
*If you’re considering embryo transfer please contact us well in advance 
to enable organisation of recipient mares if you don’t have your own. 
**We have limited availability for foaling mares and are always fully 
booked so please contact us as soon as possible to book your mare in. 
 

In addition to our on-site services we are delighted to be the supplier of 
FoalWatch kits in the UK. These are a tool for managing foaling to 
ensure you don’t miss your mare foaling! They are also unique in that 
they don’t just tell when a mare is imminent but they are the only 
clinically trialed tool that will tell you a mare is NOT going to foal, 
enabling you to continue with your normal sleep patterns and social life. 
 
We chose to start selling these kits because we found them absolutely 
game changing.  No more sitting up for night after night watching mares 
doing nothing(!), or worrying about a mare surprising us by foaling 
unexpectedly with all the potential consequences that could have. Being 
there right at the point the waters break and being able to check the 
position of the foal before it’s too late to successfully manipulate it has 

without doubt over the years saved a number of mares and foals lives.  We have used these kits for nearly 20 years 
now and would not contemplate commencing a foaling season without them. They are the most reliable indicator of 
foaling that we’ve found enabling you to plan for foaling, and also give you confidence about when they aren’t going to 
foal in order to get some much needed sleep.  Literally we regard these kits as lifesavers both for us and the horses. 
 
They are available to purchase at £74.99 inc. postage and contain 20 separate tests. We supply this product to many 
of the leading UK Veterinary practices.  If you would like to order one please contact us well in advance of your mare’s 
due date as at peak times we can sometimes sell out due to delivery times from the USA being protracted.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We would also like to thank you, our wonderful friends and clients, for your continued 
interest in Future Sport Horses and hope we are able to support you with your breeding 

goals in 2022. 
 

 
 

 
 Future Sport Horses 

 
 

Website: 
www.FutureSportHorses.co.uk 

Email: info@FutureSportHorses.co.uk 
 

Email: 
info@FutureSportHorses.co.uk 

 @fsporthorse 
07951 519288 
 
07775 633004 
 
 

futuresporthorses 

Best Wishes, 
Julia Hodkin 

Foaling cameras 

 

We couldn’t do what we do without our amazing team – Lindsay and Emma Howard and all the 
guys on the yard, James Crabtree and Yolanda Serrano-Romeo at Equine Reproductive Services, 
Joe Mackinder and the team at Rainbow Equine Hospital, farrier Simon Jackson, feed suppliers and 
nutrition advisors TopSpec, Vet Physio Bryonie Cowan-Leak of BCL Veterinary Physiotherapy, 
riders JP Sheffield, Jeanette Brakewell, Natasha Leak and Taggy Forester-Bennett, and Botanica 
products - thank you all so much for all your time, products and expertise we are so grateful to you! 
 


